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AU10TIX

www.au10tix.com

Categories

One Liner

Insurtech,
Regtech,
Authentication /
Anti-Fraud
(including KYC /
AML), FinSec

AU10TIX is the forerunner of 2nd generation ID authentication & onboarding
automation in KYC-regulated markets.

Company Description
AU10TIX is the forerunner of 2nd generation ID authentication & onboarding
automation. AU10TIX powers global majors such as Paypal, Goolge, Visa, BBVA bank,
Payoneer, eToro, Coinbase and others. AU10TIX 2nd generation technology enables
100% automation, forensic-level forgery, counterfeiting and collateral risk detection,
multi-modal biometric face-matching, POA handling and KYC screening. AU10TIX 2nd
generation technology offers up to +300% better conversion rates and rapid-response
exception reporting – all at average processing speed of 6-8 seconds. The technology
is known to improve customer conversion while reducing costs and improving
robustness of regulatory KYC compliance. AU10TIX is a subsidiary one of the world's
leading airport security companies.

BeeEye

https://beeeye.com

Categories

One Liner

Lending &
Financing,
Enterprise
Solutions, AI &
Big Data

The EyeOnRisk Platform improves consumer credit portfolios by providing less false
rejection of good applicants and lower risk for the entire portfolio.

Company Description
Financial institutions use BeeEye’s patented EyeOnRisk Platform to build, deploy,
customize and optimize credit scoring models. This brings significant Gini lift to the
lenders existing credit scorecards. The EyeOnRisk platform enables lenders to expedite
the time to market of improved models. Using data enrichment, data pre-processing,
customized feature creation and advanced machine learning techniques, lenders can
now achieve a deeper view of their consumers. BeeEye is taking machine learning
credit scoring out of the "Black-Box", the EyeOnRisk Platform gives lenders full control
and transparency (model explain-ability). Assisting to deliver an un-biased and stable
model. EyeOnRisk Platform is continually optimizing lenders’ credit modeling
processes using advanced algorithms. It automatically learns and validates the
portfolio’s performance over time, using new available data to achieve improved
accuracy. The EyeOnRisk Platform puts the future of advanced machine learning in
your hands today. BeeEye was founded by banking executives, data scientists and
software engineers to empower financial institutions and level the playing field for
consumers.

Endor

www.endor.com

Categories

One Liner

Payments,
Lending &
Financing,
InsurTech, FinSec,
Enterprise
Solutions, Data &
Infrastructure, AI
/ ML, Blockchain

Automated Prediction of Human Behavior

Company Description
Endor is a predictive analytics platform that use Social Physics AI to automates the
process of answering predictive business questions based on human behavior.
The platform allows business users to ask any predictive question on customer data
("Who will become a big spender", "Who will buy our product?", "Who will churn?")
and receive high-quality results same day instead of within weeks or months.

GigaSpaces Technologies

www.gigaspaces.com/

Categories

One Liner

Payments,
Lending &
Financing,
WealthTech
(Investment &
Capital Markets),
Personal Finance
Management,
Insurtech,
Authentication /
Anti-Fraud
(including KYC /
AML), Enterprise
Solutions, Data &
Infrastructure, AI
& Big Data

GigaSpaces provides a real-time analytics platform for transactional processing, eventdriven analytics and machine learning.

Company Description
GigaSpaces provides a real-time analytics platform for transactional processing, eventdriven analytics and machine learning. GigaSpaces helps leading banks, such as
Commerzbank, Bank of America, UBS, BNP, Societe Generale and more, to deploy
critical business application for risk analytics, price prediction, fraud detection, trading
platforms, market data and other use cases.
GigaSpaces’ InsightEdge Platform is an open-source in-memory insight platform,
unifying fast-data analytics, AI and transactional processing for instant business
insights and actions. InsightEdge contains all the necessary SQL, Spark, Streaming, and
Deep Learning toolkits for scalable data-driven solutions. The platform offers ultra-low
latency, high-throughput transaction and stream processing, and co-location of
applications and analytics to act on time-sensitive data at millisecond performance.

Glassbox

www.glassboxdigital.com

Categories

One Liner

FinSec, Enterprise
Solutions, Data &
Infrastructure, AI
/ ML

Powerful Big Data Digital Customer Experience solution for the Web & Apps. Enables
Tag-less Analytics with Session Replay.

Company Description
Glassbox is a powerful Big Data Digital Customer Experience solution, serves the
largest enterprises in the world to increase the revenues from Web and Mobile Apps
and to improve the digital customers' satisfaction. Our clients see this relationship
with Glassbox as a strategic enabler to the digital success.
Glassbox started in Israel in 2010, and is backed by U.S VCs. The solution is based on a
unique technology that enables Tag-less Analytics with Session Replay.
Among Glassbox Clients are the largest tier one enterprises from several sectors: the
largest gloabl banks, insurers, telecoms, travel, hospitality and eCommerce
enterprises..

Kaymera

www.kaymera.com

Categories

One Liner

Personal Finance
Management,
Authentication /
Anti-Fraud
(including KYC /
AML), FinSec,
Enterprise
Solutions, Data &
Infrastructure

Comprehensive Mobile Cyber Defense Systems

Company Description
Kaymera offers banks, enterprises, law firms and governmental agencies worldwide
the most powerful and versatile secure communication solution.
Kaymera’s platform secures voice, text, group chat and file sharing communications
between bankers and their clients, enterprise employees and high-level executives.
The solution is white-labeled, allowing private branding, and is implemented onpremise or on a private cloud following compliance regulations of communication
recording.

Lightico

www.lightico.com

Categories

One Liner

Payments,
Lending &
Financing,
InsurTech,
Authentication /
Anti-Fraud,
Enterprise
Solutions, Client
Engagement

Instantly Complete eForms, Digital Signatures, Secure Payments & Verify ID.

Company Description
Lightico’s Last Mile Customer Experience technology enables contact center agents to
accelerate sales and service requests to address business-critical CX gaps.
With Lightico, while on a call, agents can instantly collect completed eForms, Digital
Signatures, Secure Payments, Share Images & Verify ID. Lightico’s solution streamlines
company processes and improves customer experience in the critical last mile of
customer journeys.
Today, as customers are more digital, more distracted and more mobile, it becomes
increasingly difficult to reach and fully serve them. Regardless, business operations
still require customers to complete many demanding tasks like submitting ID,
completing forms, signing documents and paying in a compliant and secured manner.
However, now, with customers out and about (without faxes, printers, attention or
patience) even the most basic customer-dependent tasks can become an elongated
chase. Because of this technology gap, businesses need to invest even more effort to
sell and serve customers. This creates a CX gap that costs businesses sales, inflates
expense and hurts customer experience.

Lightico fixes the Last Mile CX Gap by bringing key digital capabilities into any
touchpoint, so that businesses can better serve their customers and earn more
revenue immediately, completely, securely, and in compliance.

Openlegacy

www.openlegacy.com

Categories

One Liner

Payments,
Lending &
Financing,
WealthTech
(Investment &
Capital Markets),
Personal Finance
Management,
InsurTech,
RegTech,
Authentication /
Anti-Fraud,
FinSec, Enterprise
Solutions, Client
Engagement,
Data &
Infrastructure

OpenLegacy is an enterprise API integration platform, delivering legacy functionality as
digital services, in minutes for any back-end

Company Description
OpenLegacy specializes in automating API creation, optimization, testing, deployment
and management for core (legacy) systems: the entire API lifecycle.
Our patented approach bypasses layers of complexity to directly access and extend
business logic to web, mobile or cloud innovations in the form of java objects, or as
RestAPIs or SOAP. Most importantly, this process is not only fast, easy and secure, but
also does not require special staff skills or changes to existing systems or architecture.
Projects that used to take developers months now take days or weeks, thus quickly
deflating project backlog and dramatically improving time-to-value.

Optimove

www.optimove.com

Categories

One Liner

Client
Engagement,
AI & Big Data

Optimove is a scientific relationship marketing hub, that empowers financial services
increase their customers’ LTV and reduce churn.

Company Description
Optimove is a Customer Marketing Solution used by over 300 brands to orchestrate
personalized, emotionally-intelligent communications at scale. The software
implements a systematic approach to planning, executing, measuring and optimizing a
complete, hyper-targeted customer marketing plan. Brands that use Optimove
substantially increase customer engagement, spend and loyalty.
The platform’s core technologies include predictive customer modeling, multi-channel
campaign automation, real-time hypertargeting and self-optimizing personalization.
In the marketing problem and solution sense, we look at these needs and optimise:
-Increase conversion of non-users to first time purchasers/users
-Change first time buyers to active regular customers
-Existing active customers increase frequency and average order value
-Reduce churn and increase re-activation

prooV
Categories

https://proov.io/

One Liner
PoC Platform to Test New Technologies

Company Description
prooV is an all-in-one proof-of-concept (PoC) software solution that allows enterprises
and independent software vendors (ISVs) to efficiently collaborate using custom-made
testing environments.
The company has formed a market network that aids tech startups in acquiring
customers and helps enterprises gain access to cutting-edge technology.

Sonarax

sonarax.com

Categories

One Liner

Payments,
Authentication /
Anti-Fraud
(including KYC /
AML), Client
Engagement,
Contactless ATM
interactions

Sonarax enables devices to transfer data over ultrasonic sound waves, for
authentication, payments and transaction support, positioning, triggering and
identification

Company Description
Sonarax provides out-of-band connectivity over sound waves, beyond the human
hearing range, enabling smooth and continuous Machine2Machine connection
anytime, anywhere even when standard networks are not available.
Sonarax’s solution enhances security without compromising the User Experience and
is perfect for multiple use cases, including:
2nd Factor authentication – ultrasonic OTPs with no need for manual intervention
Mobile payments support – true omnichannel ad-hoc pairing experience for payments
in physical stores, ecommerce sites, vending machines, etc.
Contactless money withdrawals from ATM – prevent frauds by completing the
transaction within the mobile app.
Enhanced client experience and engagement – use ultrasonic QRs, in branch or
embedded in ads to trigger call for action.
*Cutting-edge Technology
Sonarax’s technology works in noisy and echoing environments and with low footprint
(both memory and CPU). Our unique signal processing algorithms are wrapped in an
SDK that provides a cross-platform, cross O/S. It also enables unique direction and
distance filtering.
*Reducing Cost & Time to Market
Sonarax eliminates the need for special or expensive hardware. It allows for easy and
rapid SDK implementation and is easy to deploy and calibrate.
*Experience of Excellence
A combination between a team with years of experience and a field proven
technology
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